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Abstract—Being able to automatically detect the performance issues in apps can significantly improve apps’ quality as well as having a positive influence on user satisfaction. Application Performance Management (APM) libraries are used to locate the apps’ performance bottlenecks, monitor their behaviors at runtime, and identify potential security risks. Although app developers have been exploiting application performance management (APM) tools to capture these potential performance issues, most of them do not fully understand the internals of these APM tools and the effect on their apps. To fill this gap, in this paper, we conduct the first systematic study on APMs for apps by scrutinizing 25 widely-used APMs for Android apps and develop a framework named APMHunter for exploring the usage of APMs in Android apps. Using APMHunter, we conduct a large-scale empirical study on 500,000 Android apps to explore the usage patterns of APMs and discover the potential misuses of APMs. We obtain two major findings: 1) some APMs still employ deprecated permissions and approaches, which makes APMs fail to perform as expected; 2) inappropriate use of APMs can cause privacy leaks. Thus, our study suggests that both APM vendors and developers should design and use APMs scrupulously.
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ence on Automated Software Engineering (ASE 2019). The major extensions include:

- We provide additional background knowledge on two instrumentation approaches, which include manual instrumentation and auto-instrumentation. We compare them and present the differences and their suitability;
- We conduct additional analysis on commercial APMs (see Sec. 3). To be exact, we present the limitations and drawbacks of existing APMs (see Sec. 3.9). Meanwhile, we discuss whether existing APMs are qualified for monitoring apps’ runtime performance (see Sec. 3.10);
- We define and propose a new framework named APMHunter, which can automatically detect the APM usages in the apps (see Sec. 4). APMHunter contains three modules: APM API identification (i.e., for detecting the usage of APMs), static analysis (i.e., app analysis framework), and usage identification (i.e., locating and reasoning the usage of APMs in apps). It is worth mentioning that our method is obfuscation resilient so that it can handle both obfuscated and none-obfuscated apps. Furthermore, we also design a set of experiments to evaluate its accuracy (see Sec. 4.5);
- We conduct an additional empirical study on apps (see Sec. 5). Compared with the conference paper, we extend the two research questions (RQ1, RQ4), including (1) we rank APMs based on their popularity. We find that developers overwhelmingly choose commercial APMs rather than open-source APMs. We present 4 possible concerns for developers to use commercial APMs (see RQ1); and (2) comparing with the conference version, we extend our tool to support detecting privacy leaks from user inputs. We conduct additional experiments on detecting privacy leaks from user inputs to APMs (see RQ4). We also answer three new research questions (RQ2, RQ3, RQ5), including (1) as most APMs provide built-in logging functions for developers, we analyze the intention and consequences of using logging frameworks and APMs respectively (see RQ2); (2) we investigate the consequences of using multiple APMs in one app (see RQ3); and (3) we evaluate the performance overhead introduced by using an APM in an app. The corresponding results can assist developers in deciding whether to use APMs in their apps (see RQ5); and
- We add a new section (see Sec. 6) to provide guidance for stakeholders. For APM vendors, we offer four suggestions for them to develop APMs, which cover the vulnerabilities and limitations we found in the existing commercial APMs. For app developers, we present two suggestions for using APMs in their apps.

**Contribution.** In summary, our key contributions include:

- To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work that conducts a comprehensive study to demystify the functionalities of Android-oriented APMs. We select 9 major functions in APMs and introduce the implementation details of these APMs, i.e., how these functions are implemented. We reveal 7 design defects in these APMs (see Sec. 3);
- We develop a prototype named APMHunter to automatically identify APMs used in an app, record APM usages, and report privacy leaks from the app to APMs. Moreover, APMHunter can process both obfuscated apps and non-obfuscated apps (see Sec. 4); and
- We conduct a large-scale empirical study on 500,000 Android apps fetched from Google Play to explore how APMs are used in apps, what the side-effects are introduced by APMs, and whether user privacy is leaked to APMs. We find that 23,397 apps will collect sensitive data from users through APMs (see Sec.5);

**Skeleton.** The rest of this paper is organized as follows: we present the background and usage of APMs in Sec.2, and elaborate the functionalities of these APMs in Sec. 3. To explore the usage of APMs in an app, we develop a tool named APMHunter, whose design and implementation are described in Sec. 4. Sec. 5 presents the details of our empirical study. Furthermore, we discuss the lessons learned and several keys issues of APMs in Sec. 6. After presenting the related work in Sec. 7, we conclude the paper in Sec. 8.

**Data Availability.** The experimental data and our tool APMHunter are available at: https://sites.google.com/view/systematical-apm-study.

## 2 Preliminary

This section introduces the motivation for using APMs in apps and how to embed an APM into an app.

### 2.1 The Need of APMs

Developers debug their apps locally before APMs become popular. They cannot know how apps work in different environments, as it can be hard for developers to test an app on all types of devices from all devices vendors (e.g., Blackberry, Google Pixel, Huawei, SAMSUNG). Moreover, through local debugging, developers cannot collect the runtime performance of their apps once the apps are released. To enable tracking runtime performance of apps, APMs play the key role. By integrating APMs into apps, developers can collect the runtime performance of apps even the apps have been released and distributed.

### 2.2 How to Use APMs in Apps?

To use an APM, a developer usually takes the following three steps:

- First, the developer registers an account for the APM. The account is used to login to the APM console to view the performance of the monitored app. Then, the developer needs to register an app with the APM vendor to obtain a unique ID for tracking the app;
- Second, the developer downloads the APM Standard Development Kit (SDK) and integrates it into the apps.
- Last, the developer publishes his app via app stores (e.g., Google Play, Amazon) and collects runtime performance of the app through the APM. The data is then displayed on the APM’s console.

### 2.3 Manual Integration vs. Automatic Integration

Existing APMs support two ways of integration: manual integration and automatic instrumentation. The differences between the manual integration and automatic integration are listed as follows (also see Fig. 1).

- **Manual integration** requires developers to manually integrate APM SDKs into apps. As illustrated in Fig. 1, developers add an APM SDK as a dependency in the source code. Once the source code is built, the APM is embedded
in the APK (bytecode of the app). The procedure is the same as using a third-party library in an app. Most APMs (e.g., UMeng [10], Flurry [11]) adopt this strategy.

- **Automatic integration** works on app binaries rather than source code. APM vendors provide scripts for automatically injecting APMs (e.g., CA Mobile [12]) into app binaries (APKs). The manual integration is suitable for apps whose source code is available, whereas the automatic integration usually aims at binaries.

There is no evidence on which approach is better. But it is worth mentioning that attackers can repackage victim apps [13] by leveraging APMs which support automatic integration. For example, it can be hard for attackers to obtain the source code of the Facebook app but the app is available on Google Play. Thus, the attackers can instrument the Facebook app through APMs that support automatic integration, and then publish the repackaged app on some third-party app markets to collect users’ data. We compare the usage of these two strategies and find that developers overwhelmingly choose APMs with manual integration. The corresponding data and detailed explanation are presented in Sec. 5.1.

### 3 APPLICATION PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT

#### 3.1 Selection Criteria

Since Android has a prominent position in the entire mobile eco-system, in this paper, we focus on APMs targeting on Android apps. Since previous studies on APMs do not offer a list of Android-oriented APMs [2], [4], [6], [7], we select the target APMs through the following steps: (1) As APMs are considered as third-party libraries, we first crawl the candidate third-party libraries belonging to the category of development tools from AppBrain. Specifically, we crawl the metadata of these libraries, which include descriptions, the market share, tags (e.g., crash reporting, open source), and the official site [14]; (2) To select the target APMs from these candidates, we carefully define the following criteria by referencing [15]:

- The APM must be able to monitor Android apps;
- The APM can support at least 3 common functionalities. The common functionalities include capturing crashes, corre...
TABLE 1: APM Libraries Studied

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lib</th>
<th>Crash</th>
<th>Network</th>
<th>ANR</th>
<th>CPU</th>
<th>Mem.</th>
<th>ToP</th>
<th>Log</th>
<th>Event Track.</th>
<th>Free–Pay</th>
<th>Integration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tingyun</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√/√/√</td>
<td>source code</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BaiduAPM</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√/√/√</td>
<td>source code</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UMeng</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√/√/√</td>
<td>source code</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MobileMente</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√/√/√</td>
<td>source code</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OpenInstall</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>×/√</td>
<td>source code</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Relic</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>×/√</td>
<td>source code</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>App Dynamics</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×/√</td>
<td>source code</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OneAPM</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>×/√</td>
<td>source code</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GrowingIO</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>×/√</td>
<td>source code</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Google Firebase</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×/√</td>
<td>source code</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dynatrace</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×/√</td>
<td>source code</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Site24×7</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>×/√</td>
<td>source code</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AppPulse Mobile</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>×/√</td>
<td>source code</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CA Victory</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>×/√</td>
<td>source code</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apteligent</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>×/√</td>
<td>source code</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flurry</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>×/√</td>
<td>source code</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AppsFlyer</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>×/√</td>
<td>source code</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yandex Metrika</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>×/√</td>
<td>source code</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adjust</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>×/√</td>
<td>source code</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ironsource</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>×/√</td>
<td>source code</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Countly</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>×/√</td>
<td>source code</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sentry</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>×/√</td>
<td>source code</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AndroidCodely</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>×/√</td>
<td>source code</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BlackFancy</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>×/√</td>
<td>source code</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ArgusAPM</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>×/√</td>
<td>source code</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Network: network diagnosis; ANR: Android Not Responding; CPU: CPU utilization; Mem.: Memory usage; ToP: Time on page; Log: customized logging.

Interested readers are referred to Google’s Breakpad [40] framework for details. Breakpad is a mature and open-source library for debugging and analyzing crashes for C/C++ programs. It is used in most commercial APMs (e.g., UMeng, Tingyun, Sentry).

3.4 Network Diagnosis

APMs can also be leveraged for diagnosing the network bottleneck and monitoring network performance. In general, there are two widely adopted solutions: socket based solution and aspect-oriented programming (AOP) [41] based solution.

Socket Connection Monitoring. APMs can track the network requests by monitoring the socket in use. Specifically, it can be realized by implementing the SocketImplFactory interface and then setting the customized SocketImplFactory as the default. The information about the IP address and port of the target server can be obtained through Java Reflection [42].

```
@Pointcut("@convention(strict) call *transfer(..)")
public void anyOldTransfer() {
   // the pointcut signature
}

Fig. 2: The Structure of A Pointcut in AOP

Fig. 3: Workflow of AspectJ in APM

Fig. 4: Http Requests Interception based on AOP

Using AOP for Interception Another strategy for monitoring and measuring URI requests sent by apps is using AOP. In APMs, the AspectJ is used for implementing AOP [43]. The workflow of AspectJ in an APM is shown in Fig. 3. When a developer builds an app with gradle [44], the APM can hook the transformation process from classes to a dex file by inheriting the Transform class [45]. Then, the AspectJ weaver [43] injects the customized code into the original classes and then builds the customized dex file.

AspectJ allows developers to leverage Pointcut to implement code injection for runtime monitoring. As shown in Fig. 2, a pointcut contains two elements: a signature that comprises a name and parameters, and a pointcut expression that determines the method executions to track. Fig. 4 shows an example, where the pointcut designator call is used to match all method executions whose method signatures are defined in the pointcut expression. The pointcut designator target can limit matching to join points (execution of methods). Consequently, with all these pointcut designators, APMs can capture network requests at runtime.

The AOP-based approach relies on Transform, which only supports the transformation from class to dex file with Gradle build. It means that the AOP-based approach is only suitable for apps built with Gradle [44].

```
3.5 Analyzing Android Not Response (ANR) Error

Application Not Responding (ANR) error is another typical performance issue in apps. When a user interface (UI) thread of an app is blocked for a long time, the ANR error is triggered. APMs use the following approaches to track ANR errors:

**Solution 1.** APMs can implement a watchdog to detect ANR errors. The watchdog itself is a thread. It checks the status of main thread in a periodic way. If the main thread is frozen for over n seconds (n is a predefined by APM vendors), the watchdog reports the ANR error.

**Solution 2.** As Android is a message-driven system, system events are scheduled and appended to the message queue. The main thread (a.k.a Looper thread) is responsible for looping the message queue and handling messages in the message queue continuously. When the Looper is blocked (ANR error), Android outputs the ANR error into a certain trace file (data/anr/traces.txt). By rewriting the Looper.getMainLooper().setMessageLogging(Printer printer) API, APMs can capture the ANR. This is because once the ANR occurs, Android records the ANR error using the default Printer and writes to the trace file (data/anr/traces.txt). As APMs override the Printer, APMs can capture the ANR error.

Compared with Solution 2, Solution 1 has two limitations: (1) the watchdog thread has to keep checking the main thread to capture the ANR error; and (2) it is difficult to set a proper timeout value for the watchdog thread. A small timeout value can cause performance overhead as it frequently checks the main thread. However, a large timeout can make the watchdog fail to report ANR errors promptly.

3.6 Time-on-page Analysis

The time-on-page (ToP) analysis aims at monitoring the time spent on a page (e.g., an Activity). To compute the time-on-page, APM must be able to capture UI display transitions. When a UI display changes, a new page is loaded. It suggests a display transition.

APMs apply Choreographer.FrameCallback.doFrame() to monitor UI display transitions. In Android, the Choreographer component receives timing pulses from the display, and then it schedules the rendering work for the next display frame [45]. The callback method doFrame is automatically invoked by Android when Android starts rendering the next display frame.

The limitation of the ToP analysis is that the Choreographer API is introduced since Android 4.1 (API 16). Thus, it cannot be used for devices with an API level lower than 16.

3.7 Logging and Tracking

Developers can employ the logging functions provided by APMs to collect users’ execution traces during the runtime. The information recorded with the built-in logging function in APM is sent back to the server. Developers can also leverage APMs to track any concerned event. For example, in New Relic APM, developers can use recordCustomEvent(type, name, attributes) to record an event at runtime. In practice, developers can use such APIs to collect user behaviors, such as preferences and execution paths.

3.8 Other supporting functions

**Memory usage.** Memory usage data can be used to diagnose potential memory leaks in the app. In general, there are three approaches for collecting memory usage data: (1) using the Android API ActivityManager.MemoryInfo; (2) accessing the system file /proc/meminfo; and (3) utilizing the Android API ActivityManager.getProcessMemoryInfo.

The method (1) and (3) can provide memory usage information of the target app. The method (2) provides the memory usage of all processes running in Android. Then, the memory usage information for the target app is then filtered by APMs.

**CPU Utilization.** To capture the CPU utilization, APMs obtain the CPU usage by inspecting system files. These system files include /proc/cpuinfo, /proc/sched/stat, and /sys/devices/system/cpu/cpu#. Since Android 8.0 (API 26), the file /proc/stat cannot be visited without the root permission.

**Time Consuming.** To compute the time consumed by a code fragment, APMs mainly take advantage of two APIs: currentThreadMillis and TimeUnit.MILLISECONDS. Both are defined in Java SDK.

There is a compatibility defect in the existing APMs that the file /proc/stat cannot be visited since Android 8.0 (API 26). APMs cannot collect CPU usage of all active processes with this approach. However, developers can still collect the CPU usage from other system files (e.g., /proc/cpuinfo), which leads to the leak of private data (e.g., CPU family, CPU model) through APM (also reference [46]).

3.9 Limitations and Drawbacks of APMs

**Requesting unnecessary or dangerous permissions.** Some APMs request permissions that are proven to be deprecated or unnecessary. These permissions include READ_LOGS, READ_PHONE_STATE, GET_TASK, BLUE_TOOTH, SYSETM_ALERT_WINDOW, and SYSETM_OVERLAY_WINDOW. Specifically, the permission READ_LOGS and GET_TASK are deprecated. Some permissions should not be granted, such as device state and Bluetooth state. This information usually should not be leaked to developers. A number of research studies point out that some attacks are strongly related to these permissions [47]-[50].

**Accessing sensitive data and files.** Some APMs collect information from logcat. Even though the permission is deprecated since Android 4.1, it still works for legacy Android system versions prior to Android 4.0. In addition, the logcat contains the information from all running processes. Therefore, data from other processes is exposed to APMs and app developers, causing the leakage of users’ privacy information.
We do not recommend APM vendors to access the /proc/stat file as it cannot be visited without the root permission since Android 8.0. APM vendors have other options (e.g., visit the file /proc/cpuinfo) for accessing the CPU information as presented in Sec. 3.8. Although these approaches are not officially blocked by Android, using them can lead to privacy leaks. [46]. For example, by accessing the file /proc/cpuinfo, we can obtain the device’s CPU information, such as CPU family, CPU vendor id, and CPU model.

3.10 Address Performance Anti-patterns in Android Apps.

Next, we explore whether APMs can assist developers in debugging and locating anti-patterns in apps. Anti-patterns are considered as bad programming practices in a program [52]. Inspecting whether APMs can resolve these anti-patterns helps APM vendors find room to improve their APMs.

We carefully select 8 performance anti-patterns of mobile apps from several empirical studies [51], [53]–[55]. These anti-patterns are defined and confirmed by app developers and can be considered as the key issues concerned by developers in terms of app performance. We manually evaluate whether existing APMs can address them.

The list of anti-patterns is presented in Tab. 2. Specifically, (1) GUI lagging prevents user events from being handled in a timely way. This also triggers ANR errors; (2) energy leak represents unexpected excessive consumption of battery power of an app; (3) memory bloat refers to the bug that can incur unnecessarily high memory consumption; (4) cyclic invocation represents a frequently executed method in an invocation cycle; frequent invocation refers to a method being frequently executed; (5) expensive callee: a method is slow in executing its callees’ code; (6) loading time is the time for loading a resource or a UI display; (7) query a DB stands for computing time spent for querying an item from a local database; and (8) UI overdraw [51] represents catching the case that an app draws the same pixel more than once within a single frame.

We follow the following steps to determine whether an APM can detect a performance anti-pattern.

- **STEP 1 (Learn from APM documentation):** We first learn the performance anti-patterns from existing studies [2], [4], [6], [7] to understand their consequences. Then, we check whether the APM documents clearly claim that they can detect these anti-patterns or they can detect the consequences caused by these performance anti-patterns. For example, the “GUI lagging” anti-pattern can result in ANR errors. Thus, APMs supporting ANR errors detection can detect this anti-pattern.

However, only using STEP 1 may introduce biases because sometimes an APM’s documentation may not be consistent with its implementation. We perform additional checks in STEP 2 and 3.

- **STEP 2 (Build samples):** We build a sample app, which does not contain any performance anti-pattern. We term it “base app”. For each anti-pattern, we implement and add a module containing the anti-pattern to the base app. We name the new app as anti$_i$, where $i$ is the index of the anti-pattern (see Table 2). For example, anti$_1$ represents the base app with the GUI lagging;

- **STEP 3 (Verification):** To evaluate whether an APM can detect a performance anti-pattern $i$, we embed the APM to the base app and the anti$_i$ app respectively. Then, we analyze whether the data collected by APMs suggests a performance anti-pattern. For example, if an APM finds that the anti$_3$ app consumes more memory than the base app, it suggests a “memory bloat” anti-pattern.

The results are summarized in Table 2. We can see that several common performance anti-patterns cannot be handled, including energy leak, time-consuming for database query, and UI overdraw. For “energy leak”, the APMs under investigation cannot detect it as they don’t collect battery usage data. Thus, we cannot rely on APMs to detect the energy leak anti-pattern. For “query a local DB”, the existing APMs do not offer any DB related functions, such as the time needed for querying a database. Same for “UI overflow”, if a pixel is drawn more than once, the state-of-art APMs do not provide any functions for recording it.

Even though some anti-patterns can be well resolved by using APMs, there are still several common performance anti-patterns that cannot be addressed, including energy leak, time-consuming for database query, and UI overdraw. Therefore, there is room for APM vendors to improve their products.

3.11 Evolution of APMs

Android itself frequently introduces new features and updates the existing system during its lifetime. With the updates of the Android system, new features are introduced and some APIs become deprecated. Therefore, it is worth investigating: (1) How do APMs evolve during their lifecycles? and (2) Do APMs evolve to respond to the changes on Android?

We collect all the available versions for the 25 APMs we studied. As APM SDKs are presented as .jar files, ...
we leverage PKGdiff [56] to locate changes cross different versions. Then, we manually analyze the changes in the successive two versions and summarize them. To reason the changes and the intentions behind the changes, we analyze the changelogs and documentation of these APMs to ensure correctness.

By inspecting all the 25 APMs, we find there are 18 APMs whose historical versions are publicly available. Fig. 5 shows the mapping relations between APM versions and Android versions. We can see that a single version of APM can spread across different Android versions.

After manually inspecting the changes upon APMs during their lifecycles, we learn that the changes fall into the following cases:

1. **Fixing the compatibility issues**: There are two sub-patterns for such compatibility-related changes:
   - **Pattern 1**: Fixing the compatibility issues with Android systems. When Android updates, the APMs may not be compatible with the latest version, which results in crashes at runtime. Thus, vendors update their APMs to fix such issues.
   - **Pattern 2**: Fixing the compatibility issues with other third-party libraries. Similar to other apps [57], APMs may use some third-party libraries. If they are not compatible with these libraries, APM vendors update their APMs to be compatible with the major third-party libraries.

2. **Additional features for additional application scenarios**: APM vendors update their products by supporting more scenarios. For example, APMs (e.g., Adjust, Flurry) add additional tracking APIs for developers to monitor the in-app purchase action.

3. **Kotlin support and Native code support**: More and more apps are developed in the Kotlin language rather than Java. Thus, the APMs are evolved to support Kotlin-based apps.

1. Other 7 APMs are OpenInstall, App Dynamics, Site 24*7, AppPulse, CA, and Apteligent

   Fig. 5: APM Evolution Timeline (map to Android version)

4. **Code optimization and bug fixing**: Another common practice is code optimization and bug fixing. As APMs are embedded into apps, APM vendors always attempt to limit the sizes of APMs and the resources required by APMs.

   Besides, we also investigate whether the changes introduced by a new Android version break the functionalities of APMs and how APMs respond to these changes.
   - **Version 4.4 → 5.0**: Since Android 5.0, the permission GET_TASKS becomes deprecated. However, some APMs still request such permission from users.
   - **Version 7.0 → 8.0**: Since Android 8.0, the file /proc/stat cannot be accessed without the root permission. However, APMs relying on this file to collect CPU usage do not make any adjustments.
   - **Version 9.0 → 10−11**: Since Android 10.0, the sample rate allowed by API getProcessMemoryInfo is significantly limited. If the API is called faster than the limit, the same data as the previous call is returned. It suggests that APMs should adjust the invocation rate of the getProcessMemoryInfo API if used to collect memory usage. However, no APM makes the corresponding adjustments.

   In summary, some version updates break APMs’ functionalities, but APMs fail to make the corresponding changes to cope with such updates. As a result, these updates make some functions in APMs fail to work properly.

By inspecting the evolution process of APMs, we summarize 5 key intuitions for APM vendors to update their APMs, including fixing comparability issues, hunting bugs, supporting Kotlin, native code, supporting HTTP/2, optimizing code, and involving new features. Since some OS updates can break APMs’ functionalities, APM vendors should carefully cope with the OS updates.

4 **Methodology**

To understand how APMs are used in real apps, we develop APMHunter, an automated tool, to detect the us-
ages of APMs in apps. The overview of APMHunter is shown in Fig. 6. APMHunter contains three major components: APM API Identification, Static Analysis, and Usage Identification.

- The APM API identification module aims at detecting whether any APM is used in an app;
- The static analysis module is a general framework to analyze a given app that uses APMs; and
- The usage identification module records the usage patterns of APMs and checks misuse of APMs (i.e., collect sensitive data with APMs).

Fig. 6: The Overview of APMHunter

4.1 APM API Identification

Motivation. This component aims at identifying APMs used in apps, which helps us spot apps that leverage APMs. Since code obfuscation techniques transform code into an obscure format [58], [59], they are widely used by commercial apps. To analyze obfuscated apps, we design the following obfuscation-resilient approach. If an app is packed, we will first use existing tools [60]–[62] to unpack it.

Intuition. As reported in [63], [64], there are usually at least two invariants that are preserved during obfuscations.

- The first invariant is the class inheritance relation. Although the names of classes, methods, parameters, and variables can be obfuscated, class inheritance relations remain stable even with obfuscation. For example, if class A is a superclass of class B, after obfuscation, A is still the superclass of B; and
- The second invariant is the caller-callee relation. Inside a program, the invocation from a caller to its callee does not change. For instance, a method downloadVideo calls two methods Util.isNetworkAvailable and StringBuilder.append, the caller-callee relations from downloadVideo to Util.isNetworkAvailable and StringBuilder.append donot change during obfuscation.

Methodology. We perform the following steps to identify APM usages in apps:

- **Step 1.** We first build the signatures of all methods in all 25 APMs. It results in a list of signatures for the APIs in these APMs. The way to generate the signature for a given method is presented in Alg. 1;
- **Step 2.** For a given app, we build the signatures of all methods in the app;
- **Step 3.** Last, we leverage the signature lists of APMs (results in Step 1) as the search queries for detecting the usage of APMs in an app.

Our signature construction for a single method is presented in Alg. 1. As mentioned in **Step 1** and **Step 2**, Alg. 1 is used to generate signatures for methods in APMs and apps. Note that, the terms “class” and “type” are used interchangeably as a type in Java is represented by a class.

We use “class” to represent both classes and interfaces rather than distinguishing them.

- **Input:** Our algorithm requires three inputs: F represents the method for generating signature; C contains all system classes; and F, denotes all system functions;
- **Line 1-4:** We first get the type (t0) of f0’s host class (i.e., GETHOSTCLASSTYPE in Line 3). Next, we invoke the TYPEENCODING method (see Alg. 2) to encode the type t0;
- **Line 5-7:** Then, we encode the parameters that declared in the method f0 with the TYPEENCODING method;
- **Line 8-9:** We embed the return information into f0’s signature;
- **Line 10-17:** If method f0 invokes any methods, we iteratively collect the signatures of these callees. Then, we add these signatures to the temporary variable L. However, if a callee is a system function (i.e., Android system API), we directly add the method signature to the temporary variable L; and
- **Line 18-19:** Then, we sort and remove redundant signatures in L and append the results to fSigBuf. We sort and remove redundant signatures in L as: (1) we only consider the method invoked in f0 regardless of their order; and (2) if a method is invoked multiple times, we only count once.

As our task in this module is to identify certain methods (i.e. APM APIs) that are invoked in apps, we only need to consider each signature once.

The function TYPEENCODING (Alg. 2) is designed for encoding any type defined in the app.

- **Input:** The TYPEENCODING’s input consists of the host class ch, which represents the current class context of the cl (i.e., we currently encode the class cl which is used in class ch), target class ct, which represents the type under encoding; and C, which contains all classes defined in the app;
- **Line 1-5:** If the type (i.e. ct) to be encoded is a system type (i.e. Android system API), we return the name of the type;
- **Line 6-13:** If the type (i.e. ct) to be encoded is defined in the app, we encode its superclass cp (if exists), and append
points. Unlike desktop Java applications, Android apps do not have explicit entry points (e.g., `main` method). The entry points of an app are derived from two aspects [65]: (1) lifecycle methods in Android components (i.e., `Activity`); and (2) user interface (UI) events handler callbacks. Specifically, we leverage the state-of-art tool EdgeMiner [66] to explore these two types of entry points.

4.2.2 Build the ICFG and Perform Data-flow Analysis

The next step is to build the ICFG for a given app. The ICFG contains control flow information of the given app. Besides, we perform the data flow analysis on the app, and append the data flows to the ICFG. This process is implemented based on the FlowDroid [67], which is a widely used Android app analysis framework based on Soot (Java optimization framework) [68].

4.2.3 Inter-component Communication (ICC)

Inside an app, data can be sent across different components through Intents. Since Intents in an app introduce additional data flows to the ICFG, we append data flows introduced by Intents to our ICFG. An Intent can be explicit or implicit. In an explicit Intent, the target is given by an explicit class name. APMHunter obtains the class name carried by the Intent and then links the target class with the Intent. An implicit Intent only specifies the functionality that it wants to invoke instead of the class name of the target component.

IC3 resolves the MVC constant propagating problem with the COnstant propAgitation Language (COAL) and then employs a COAL solver to solve the problem. By building a Program Dependence Graph (PDG) and performing an MVC data flow analysis, IC3 can infer the arguments in an implicit Intent, and then find the target component for the Intent. We first run IC3 to collect the inter-component communications between components. The results can be bound with FlowDroid by leveraging the API `IC3ResultLoader`. Once this setup is accomplished, the data flows introduced by ICC can be appended to our ICFG.

4.2.4 String Analysis

Motivation. As introduced in §3, developers can use APMs to collect runtime values with the built-in logging functions. Hence, we conduct the string analysis to explore the data collected by developers. Such data can reflect developers' intention of using APMs and determine the correlation between APMs and apps (e.g., category, functionality).

Methodology. To capture the values collected in the app, we leverage Violist [70], a String analysis framework for Android, to perform String analysis. Specifically, Violist separates the representation and interpretation of string operations. To compute the value of a string, Violist defines an Intermediate Representations (IRs) to capture string operation. After computing the string value in the IR format, the result (in IR format) is translated to a string. Finally, the String analysis function (from Violist) is integrated into our APMHunter framework.

4.3 Usage Identification

Motivation. The key goal of the usage identification module is to understand how APMs are used by developers in terms of...
the APIs used by developers and their context information (e.g., where the APIs are instrumented).

Methodology. APMHunter records the following usages of an APM for a given app:

(I) The position of an APM’s initialization. When an APM is initialized by an app, it starts monitoring the performance of the app. Therefore, locating an APM’s initialization can provide insights on developers’ usage patterns of an APM and help us detect potential APM misuse.

(II) The privacy leaks through APMs. We detect the privacy leaks from two aspects: (1) privacy leaks from user inputs. For example, if there is a field for a password, the data of the field can be leaked to the APM in the app. Consequently, developers receive sensitive data from users; and (2) privacy leaks from permission-related APIs. For example, the location data can be obtained with method getLastknowLocation() [45], which can be leaked to developers via APMs. Such leakage is defined as permission-related privacy leak as the method getLastknowLocation() is associated with the ACCESS_COARSE_LOCATION or ACCESS_FINE_LOCATION permission.

Next, we illustrate the process of these two types of privacy leakage detection.

Privacy leaks from permission-required data. The static analysis to identify the permission-required sensitive data leaked to APMs. PScent [48], a widely used API-Permission mapping set, is leveraged to collect system APIs whose executions require certain permissions to be granted. For example, method getLastKnowLocation() requires the ACCESS_COARSE_LOCATION or ACCESS_FINE_LOCATION permissions to be granted. Then, APMHunter builds the SourcesAndSinks file for finding privacy leak paths using FlowDroid [67].

Next, we use an example to illustrate why settings can detect the privacy leak. If an app leverages getLastKnowLocation() to obtain the users’ location, then the location data is passed to an APM. As a result, users’ privacy is leaked. Such privacy leakage is represented by a valid path from getLastKnowLocation() to an APM logging API, which can be detected by our tool APMHunter.

(III) Characterizing the used APM APIs and their context information. To infer the developers’ intentions of using APMs, we record the APM APIs used in apps. For example, the API setRevenue in Adjust APM is used to track the revenue for an app. By recording the usage of this API, we learn that the developers aim at tracking their revenues.

Specifically, we record the following information for understanding the APM usages:

- The methods and classes/interfaces that use APM APIs. For methods, we check whether these methods are lifecycle methods or inheritance methods of lifecycle methods in Android [45]. For classes/interfaces, we check whether these classes represent app components or app instances;
- We record the code segments under monitoring. For instance, sometimes, textcoloredddevelopers leverage the tracking APIs in APMs to understand how app users interact with their apps, and which parts in apps draw users’ interests; and
- We also infer the variables collected by developers via APMs using string analysis. By inspecting variables collected by developers, we can infer developers’ intentions.

4.4 Implementation

APMHuner is built atop FlowDroid [67]. In APMHunter, we link the entry point methods in an app with the dummyMain. The dummyMain method, a faked main method provided by FlowDroid, allows developers to traverse the ICFG through the dummyMain rather than starting from all entry points. FlowDroid also provides an interface (see class IC3ResultLoader) for loading the results produced by IC3.

The string analysis module (from Violist) and additional features for exploring APM usages are integrated into our tool APMHunter. More implementation details of APMHunter can be found on our project page.
4.5 Evaluation on APMHunter

4.5.1 Accuracy on APM detection

We evaluate the accuracy of APMHunter by using 500 randomly-selected apps from Google Play. To determine whether an app is obfuscated or not, we disassemble each app with Apktool [73], and then manually check whether its package name is obfuscated or not. As shown in Table 3, there are 123 obfuscated apps and 377 non-obfuscated apps. Note that, since identifying the obfuscated apps is a non-trivial process and difficult. For obfuscated apps here, we just consider the apps with package name obfuscation.

![Fig. 8: Workflow for Building the Benchmark](image)

**TABLE 3: The Benchmark of Selected Apps**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Apps</th>
<th>With APM</th>
<th>Without APM</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Obfuscated Apps</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>123</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-obfuscated Apps</td>
<td>122</td>
<td>255</td>
<td>377</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>192</td>
<td>308</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE 4: The Performance of APMHunter on APM Identification**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No APM With APM</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OA-Without</td>
<td>106</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OA-With</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>139</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OA-Without</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>264</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>192</td>
<td>308</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

OA-Without: obfuscated apps that use APMs; OA-Without: None-obfuscated that use APMs; OA-Without: obfuscated apps that do not use any APM; OA-Without: None-obfuscated that do not use any APMs.

represent the statistical results given by the APMHunter. For example, 60 (row 1, column 1) represents that there are 60 obfuscated apps that use APMs, and APMHunter correctly identifies them. 10 (row 3, column 1) represents that there are 10 obfuscated apps that use APMs, but APMHunter fails to find them. The precision of APMHunter is 97.7% (168/172) and the recall of APMHunter is 87.5% (168/192).

After manually inspecting 28 apps that APMHunter fails to make the correct decisions, we have the following observations. The reason why APMHunter cannot reach 100% precision is due to the use of other libraries (e.g., Google GMS). When an app uses a third-party library, especially Google GMS or Google Ads, the Firebase APM is invoked by the third-party library. However, the original app does not use the Firebase APM. For non-obfuscated apps, APMHunter can distinguish that the APM is invoked by a third-party library. However, APMHunter cannot determine whether the APM is invoked in the third-party library or the host app if the app is obfuscated, and thus it may make incorrect decisions.

The encoding algorithm in the APM identification module is version insensitive. That is, the method signature of a method in an APM’s two different versions can be different. Our encoding algorithm is built upon two invariants: class inheritance relations and caller-callee relations, which can be changed during evolution. If an app adopts an out-of-date APM, APMHunter may not identify the APM in use. This is the obstacle in achieving a higher recall. The reason why we do not support all versions of APMs is that some vendors only provide the latest SDK versions and the previous versions are no available.

**TABLE 5: The Performance of APMHunter on Detecting Sensitive UI Elements**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sensitive UI element</th>
<th>Insensitive UI element</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sensitive UI (APMHunter)</td>
<td>385</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insensitive UI (APMHunter)</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.5.2 Accuracy of identifying sensitive UI elements

We use the 500 randomly selected apps to evaluate whether sensitive UI elements can be captured by our tool. We install these apps on a device and inspect the UI elements in apps. Among all samples, there are 129 apps whose UIs are not in English. By manually validating the rest 371 apps, we find 407 sensitive UI elements. Even though not all 371 apps contain APMs, we still consider them in this experiment, because the target of this experiment is assessing whether our tool can correctly identify sensitive UI elements from apps. The performance of our tool on detecting sensitive
UI elements is displayed in Tab. 5. The precision is 95.9% (383/399) and the recall is 94.1% (383/407).

The false positive rate is 4.1%. We manually inspect the 16 elements that APMHunter fails to make the correct decision and find the reason: APMHunter cannot capture the semantic context of the app, which misleads the tool to make the incorrect decision. For example, in a travel app, the “phone number” field refers to the phone number of a hotel rather than a user’s phone number. Moreover, in some game apps, the “name” fields can refer to virtual names or other meaningless strings. For example, there is a name combiner app, which asks users to input two names and then combines them into one. In this app, the name field can be any string rather than a real user name.

The false negative rate is 5.9%. We find that 24 UI-sensitive elements cannot be identified by our tool and find the reasons as follow: (1) some very low-frequency texts or abbreviations cannot be inferred by the privacy-related analysis, such as DLNO (i.e., Drive License Number), SSN (Social Security Number, which is used in US); and (2) some apps use icons to provide semantic information for the required fields. For example, a mail icon indicates that users have to input their emails in the EditText field.

4.5.3 Accuracy of privacy leak analysis

As presented in Sec. 4.5.1, 192 apps (out of 500 sample apps) use APMs. Among them, there are 141 whose UIs are in English. Therefore, our analysis is based on these 141 apps.

By verifying each app, we find 91 leaks from 16 apps. APMHunter correctly reports 77 leaks out of 91 leaks. The recall of APMHunter is 84.6% in terms of detecting privacy leaks. We find the following reasons lead to this: (1) third-party UI framework: some apps leverage third-party UI frameworks (e.g., Butter Knife) rather than the default UI frameworks. As APMHunter does not support third-party UI frameworks at this stage, some sensitive data leaked in this way cannot be detected with APMHunter; (2) some apps use a medium (e.g., a file, SharedPreference) to transfer data, which cannot be captured. For example, sensitive data is first written to a file and then the data is retrieved from the file. The precision of APMHunter is 96.2% as we find that 3 leaks reported by APMHunter are not real leaks. This is because FlowDroid, upon which APMHunter is built. Thus, it cannot handle array indices precisely.

5 Empirical Study

We guide our empirical study by answering five research questions (RQs), which are organized by three aspects:

- RQ 1: The popularity of APMs in the wild (RQ 1);
- RQ 2: How APMs are used in practice. Specifically, we are interested in: comparing logging frameworks with APMs (RQ 2); discussing consequences of using multiple APMs (RQ 3); and learning the privacy issues raised by APMs (RQ 4); and
- RQ 3: What is the performance overhead of using APMs (RQ 5).

5.1 Popularity of APMs in the Wild

★ RQ 1. How prevalent are APMs in Android apps?

Motivation. We are interested in understanding whether APMs have been widely adopted in Android apps by answering the following sub-questions:

- (1-A): Are APMs widely adopted by Android apps?
- (1-B): How APMs are ranked according to popularity?

Methodology. (1-A) We implement our obfuscation-resilient approach for APM detection (see §4) in APMHunter and use it to characterize the APM usage in a large set of apps. (1-B) Then, we calculate the popularity of APMs based on the results from the previous step.

Subject Apps. We randomly crawl 500,000 Android apps from Google Play, which cover 25 main app categories. Note that, in Google Play, the game apps are grouped in different sub-categories. In our taxonomy, we consider all the sub-categories of game as one (i.e., Game). The sizes of these apps range from 100KB to 1.2 GB. The distribution of apps across the 25 categories is shown in Fig. 10.

Results. (1-A) From the 500,000 apps, we find that 55,722 apps (11.1%) use APMs. The categories of these apps are summarized in Fig. 10. We observe that APMs are most popular in the apps from the following five categories: Entertainment (52.8%), Lifestyle (33.3%), Game (20.1%), Weather (18.4%) and News & Magazines (16.6%). On the contrary, APMs are infrequently used in the apps from the following categories: Library & Demo (2.13%), Book & Reference (4.76%), Finance (6.41%), Productivity (6.57%), and Comics (7.29%).

As developers mainly use APMs to monitor the performance of their apps, we find some clues about the different adoption rates:
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For Entertainment and Game apps, the runtime performance of these apps can strongly influence user experience. Poor user experience decreases satisfaction, loyalty, and credibility. They can leverage APMs to detect performance bottlenecks and fix bugs promptly. Thus, leveraging APMs can assist developers in improving user experience.

For Weather, Lifestyle, News apps, they request data (e.g., weather data, news data) from remote servers and display them to end-users. Thus, monitoring and ensuring the network performance would be the major concern for developers to adopt APMs.

For the most time, apps from Library, Demos, and Book categories run locally. The runtime performance may not be as important as apps from other categories. As a result, the adoption rate for using APMs is low.

Among the 500,000 Android apps, 55,722 (11%) apps use the APMs studied in this paper. In particular, APMs are most popular in apps from the categories, including Entertainment (52.8%), Lifestyle (33.3%), Game (20.1%), and Weather (18.4%).

Among the 25 APMs, the top 6 popular APMs are: Flurry APM (32.69%), UMeng (27.54%), Google Firebase (15.95%), Mobile Tencent (6.85%), AppTelligent (3.54%), and AppFlyer (3.26%). Furthermore, some APMs are nearly not adopted (<0.01%) in the sample apps, including Android-GodEye, AppPulse, ArguAPM, CA Mobile, Dynatrace, Ironsource, OpenInstall, Sentry, Site 24!7.

Commercial APMs vs. Open Source APMs. Besides, we compare the use of commercial APMs and open-source APMs. Surprisingly, we find that developers overwhelmingly choose commercial APMs comparing to open source APMs, i.e., 99.6% of the apps are with commercial APMs, whereas only 0.4% of all apps choose open source APMs. Based on the comparison between open-source and commercial APMs, we can conclude the following reasons for choosing commercial APMs:

- **Functionality.** We find that in most cases commercial APMs contain all functions in open-source APMs. It means open-source APMs do not have any unique part to make them competitive;
- **Usability.** Most open-source APMs do not provide any dashboard for collecting and analyzing data. Developers have to deploy or even build the dashboard on their own, which can be time-consumming. However, for commercial APMs, a dashboard is provided where all collected data can be displayed;
- **Costs.** Most commercial APMs allow developers to deploy one app for free. Developers are charged if they have more than one app published. However, this can be easily bypassed by creating multiple accounts with different email accounts; and
- **Technical Support.** Besides, technical support is another factor that can affect the choice of APMs. As open-source APMs lack such support, developers have to maintain the APMs (e.g., bug fixing) on their own.

Therefore, we can conclude that compared to the service from commercial APMs, current open-source APMs are not strong enough to motivate app developers to choose them.

Manual instrumentation vs. Automatic instrumentation

Two APMs (App Pulse and CA Mobile) support automatic instrumentation. Other APMs only support manual instrumentation. Based on the 500,000 apps, we find that 17 apps (<0.01%) are instrumented with automatic instrumentation. Developers overwhelmingly choose APMs that support manual instrumentation. The reason can be twofold:

1) Customization: Two APMs (App Pulse and CA Mobile) that support automatic instrumentation do not allow developers to make any customization, such as recording a value of a variable. In contrast, other APMs allow developers to collect runtime variable with logging functions; and

2) Easy of use: After trying all the APMs under examination, we find that it is not hard to configure and use an APM that supports manual instrumentation. In terms of easy of use, two types of APMs is similar.

**Popularity.** Among the 500,000 Android apps, 55,722 (11%) apps use the APMs studied in this paper. In particular, APMs are most popular in apps from the categories, including Entertainment (52.8%), Lifestyle (33.3%), Game (20.1%), and Weather (18.4%).

Among the 25 APMs, the top 6 popular APMs are: Flurry (32.7%), UMeng (27.5%), Google Firebase (15.95%), Tencent (6.85%), AppTelligent (3.54%), and AppFlyer (3.26%).

Surprisingly, we find that comparing to open source APMs, developers overwhelmingly (99.6%) choose commercial APMs, considering the functionality, usability, costs, and even technical support.
5.2 APMs in Practice

★ RQ 2. Do developers still use logging frameworks (e.g., android.util.Log) even they have logging functions from APMs?

Motivation. APMs provide APIs which allow developers to collect runtime data. Meanwhile, the logging functions can also be achieved by Android's built-in logging function (i.e. android.util.Log) and other logging frameworks. Therefore, we aim at understanding the intention for using both APMs' logging APIs and general logging frameworks (e.g, android.util.Log).

Subject Logging Frameworks. We select four most widely-used logging frameworks in Java and Android for comparison [1], including android.util.Log, org.slf4j, SLF4J-android, and java.util.logging.Logger.

Methodology. Similar to APM detection, we used the detection approach described in §4 to identify the logging frameworks used in apps. We randomly selected 100 apps that use both logging functions from APMs and logging frameworks. Note that we only consider the APMs that provide logging functions in this task. It is because we want to learn from the apps that leverage both logging frameworks and logging functions from APMs.

Similar to APM detection, we employ the detection approach described in §4 to identify the logging frameworks used in apps. We also record constants in logs and the type of logs (i.e., debug, warning, information). The constants in a log can present the semantic content of the log. With the type of a log, we can infer the developers' intention. Although the runtime data is no longer available for developers when an app is published, we can still extract the constants in logs and the type of logs from apps with static analysis.

Results. We find that 224,039 out of 500,000 apps (44.8%) apps adopt one or more logging frameworks. 22,739 apps out of 55,722 APM-integrated apps (40.8%) use both APM logging functions and general logging frameworks.

The use of logging frameworks in practice. We collect logs and record log contents from 100 sample apps. For the contents collected in these logs, they can be categorized into four groups including string constant, integer constants, type of logs, and variables. More specifically, the string constant and integer constants represent the constant values used in logs. We find that developers leverage string constant to record actions. For example, the message "user rated the app on appirater" is used to inform developers that users have already rated the app. The integer constants are used to record the line numbers in source code for debugging. The variables collected can assist developers in debugging their apps.

By analyzing the log content collected from 100 sample apps, we find that developers leverage the logging frameworks for debugging purposes, such as recording variables for debugging, and recording source code line numbers.

The use of APMs in practice. Different from using logging frameworks, developers use APM mainly for monitoring apps' performance and understanding user behaviors. To be specific, based on our observation of 100 sample apps, we learn that developers mainly use APMs for the following purposes:

- Monitoring the runtime performance (i.e., memory, runtime bugs, CPU usage, network performance) of their apps;
- Detecting network problems: Developers use APMs to diagnose potential network connection problems;
- User profiling: The goal of user profiling is to understand and categorize app users [76]. Specifically, we observe that developers mainly care about the followings: (1) understanding users' geographical distribution by inspecting their IP locations; (2) knowing users' unique hardware device IDs; (3) obtaining the device module information (e.g, Google, SAMSUNG, LG); (4) obtaining the preferences stored. Understanding users' profiles can be a double-edged sword. On the one hand, the data collected can be leveraged to improve the app, but on the other hand, it can result in privacy leakages. For example, obtaining preferences from users may violate privacy protection rules, such as GDPR [77], [78].
- Understanding the execution paths: Another key usage of APM is to learn how users interact with an app. A common practice is that developers instrument logs via APMs at all lifecycle methods. When a user enters or leaves a page, the APM can collect such information for developers.

By collecting this information, developers can benefit from: (1) knowing which pages are popular among app users and which pages are seldom visited, (2) learning the time spent on each page assists developers in improving their apps, and (3) knowing the execution path can help developers infer users' behaviors and preferences.

- Using trace statements to monitor certain code segments: some code segments in an app require several resources (e.g., CPU and memory). Thus, monitoring the code performance at runtime is a key usage of APMs. By inspecting real-world apps, we find that developers place traces mainly for two types of code segments: time-consuming code and frequently-visited code. For the former, the execution of a code segment can be time-consuming subject to the environment, device, and other factors. For example, developers often monitor the downloading tasks (e.g., downloading a video/image from a server). The latter refers to the code segments that are executed more than once. Thus, developers place trace statements around them to monitor the performance and then optimize the code when possible.

Use both logs and APM logging functions. We find developers use logging frameworks even APMs provide such functions. The reason is two-fold:

- Only using logging frameworks: We find that developers cannot collect log data once their apps are released if they only use general logging frameworks. If developers intend to collect data from end users with logging frameworks, additional efforts are required. They have to set up a server and send the data collected with logs to the server. However, this can be easily achieved with APMs.

- Only using APMs: If only APMs are used in the apps, developers cannot obtain timely responses for local tasks, especially for local debugging. The data collected by APMs cannot be directly shown to developers when developers place traces mainly for two types of code segments: time-consuming code and frequently-visited code. For the former, the execution of a code segment can be time-consuming subject to the environment, device, and other factors. For example, developers often monitor the downloading tasks (e.g., downloading a video/image from a server). The latter refers to the code segments that are executed more than once. Thus, developers place trace statements around them to monitor the performance and then optimize the code when possible.

To wrap up, the logging frameworks cannot collect runtime log data once the apps are released whereas the logging feature in APMs cannot provide timely feedback for local...
tasks, especially for local debugging. Consequently, there is a need for using both logging frameworks and the logging features from APMs. It also suggests that APM vendors may let their APMs support local debugging.

Logs vs. APMs. 22,739 app out of 55,722 APM-integrated apps (40.8%) also adopt logging frameworks. APMs cannot fully replace logs and vice versa. The reason is that APMs are not suitable for local debugging whereas most log frameworks cannot collect runtime data once apps are deployed. Therefore, the intentions of using APMs and logging may be different.

★ RQ 3. What are the consequences of using multiple APMs in one app?

Motivation. Based on our observations in RQ1, we find that app developers may use multiple APMs in one app. Specifically, 10,531 apps (out of 55,722 apps, 18.9%) use more than one APMs in apps. Therefore, we analyze how multiple APMs work at runtime. Specifically, our exploration is performed from two aspects: (3-a) why do developers leverage multiple APMs in one app? and (3-b) do multiple APMs introduce any side effect to apps?

Methodology To answer 3-a, we manually inspect 100 apps that use multiple APMs in a single app. We first reverse engineer each app and then manually inspect the usage of the APMs in it. We collect and compare the following information for different APMs in a single app:

• The APIs leveraged by different APMs;
• The data collected by these APMs can be used to infer developers’ intention;

To answer 3-b, we evaluate the performance when multiple APMs are integrated into one app. Here, we select 4 APMs, including two open-source APMs (ArgusAPM [37] and AndroidGodEye [35]) and two commercial APMs (BaiduAPM and UMengAPM), for this task.

Baseline experiments.

• In the first baseline experiment, we evaluate whether these APMs can work properly at runtime. If one APM cannot work properly, it can affect our evaluation.

  We evaluate all four APMs with the demo app respectively in the baseline experiment. We confirm that all four APMs can monitor the performance of apps at runtime. That is, they correctly offer the functionalities as they claimed, such as capturing crashes, collecting network performance, detecting ANR errors, collecting CPU and memory usages. The results can be found in Table 6.

• In the second baseline experiment, we evaluate whether a performance issue can be detected with one APM but missed when two APMs are used together.

  In the first baseline experiment, we already test and confirm that all four APMs can work properly in terms of performance monitoring. Thus, we need to test whether the performance issues can still be detected under different APM pairs. Hence, we employ six APM pairs in this experiment, including <ArgusAPM, AndroidGodEye>, <ArgusAPM, BaiduAPM>, <ArgusAPM, UMengAPM>, <AndroidGodEye, BaiduAPM>, <AndroidGodEye, UMengAPM>, <BaiduAPM, UMengAPM>. After testing with different APM pairs, we find that if a performance issue can be detected with one APM, it can also be detected when two APMs are used together.

Multiple APMs in one app. For two open-source APMs, we first manually instrument these two APMs by adding additional log statements to indicate the APM used. When a function in a certain APM is invoked, we are informed by the logs instrumented. Next, we integrate these APMs (i.e., open-source APM) with a self-built demo app. The demo app uses 5 components to present 5 problems, including Java-side crash, network communication error, ANR, large CPU usage, large memory consumption. However, these two open-source APMs do not cover the native crash capture function, we use two commercial APMs to capture the native crashes. Specifically, we build another demo app (demo-app-2), which embeds both Baidu APM and UMeng APM. At runtime, we trigger the native bug in the demo-app-2 to determine which APM (Baidu APM or UMeng APM) can capture the signal.

Results.

TABLE 7: Multiple APM Performance

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Crash</th>
<th>Network</th>
<th>ANR</th>
<th>CPU</th>
<th>Memory</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First Init. APM</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Last Init. APM</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

First Init. APM: the APM that is first initialized in the app;
be found in Table 7. In general, for most functions, including network diagnosis, ANR, CPU utilization, and memory usages, both of them can capture the information. However, as for the crash from the Java side, only the later initialized one can capture the crash. For native crash, we test with Baidu APM and UMeng, we find the native crash can be captured by both APMs. This is because when capturing the Java-side crash, APMs implement an UncaughtExceptionHandler to the main thread, and only the later Handler is considered as UncaughtExceptionHandler because a thread can only have one default UncaughtExceptionHandler. That is the reason why only the later initialized APM can capture the Java-side crash. However, when considering the native crash, each APM only implements a listener to capture the crash signal. That is the reason why both APMs can capture the native-side crash.

Consequences of using multiple APMs. By manually inspecting 100 apps with multiple APMs, we find that there is no sound evidence to embed multiple APMs in one app. In this study, we find that the key functions in each APM are the same even though the implementations can be different. Leveraging multiple APMs cannot improve the APMs’ monitoring capability. Even worse, we find that using multiple APMs in one app can lead to side effects.

**RQ 4.** Will app developers collect sensitive data using APMs?

**Motivation.** As APMs allow developers to collect values of variables with build-in logging functions at runtime, we aim at checking whether developers exploit APMs for stealing sensitive data from users.

**Methodology.** We perform our experiments on the 55,722 apps with the APMs with the approach presented in Sec. 4.3.

**Results.** As a result, we find 23,403 apps out of 55,722 apps (42%) collect sensitive data from users with APMs. In total, 99,583 leaks are explored in all these 23,403 apps. The top-ranked sources for these leaks are: TelephonyManager::getDeviceId() (13,943 leaks), android.location.LocationManager::getLastKnownLocation() (13,906 leaks), org.apache.http.HttpEntity::getEntity (5,030 leaks), and android.location.Location::getLatitude() (2,852 leaks). Next, we manually analyze data collected by developers. Then, we category them into the following groups based on their intentions. For example, android.location.LocationManager::getLastKnownLocation() and android.location.Location::getLatitude() are used to obtain the locations of app users, therefore, we categorize them into the same group based on the same intention. As a result, we find the following key intentions for developers to collect user data:

- Hardware device information: developers care about what kind of devices that app users adopt. Specifically, it includes (1) the unique hardware ID of a device; and (2) the module of a device (e.g., Google, SAMSUNG, LG).
- Users’ location information: developers care about the geographic distribution of their app users;
- Users’ preferences: developers also care about users’ preference settings in the apps. Note that, this information can be private as some private data can be embedded in the preferences;

Privacy leakage detection and protection. Users can leverage our APMHunter tool to detect whether the apps collect their sensitive data via APM. Unfortunately, most app end users (e.g., elder people, children, non-IT people) do not have any CS background. It can be difficult for them to use our tool to detect malicious behaviors even if the tool is available. A more practical solution is fixing the problem from other stakeholders. We suggest two possible solutions:

Solution 1: Google Play can analyze the apps submitted by developers to identify potential privacy leaks through APMs.

Solution 2: APM vendors can limit the operations/APIs in APMs and provide non-sensitive data to developers. For example, for location data, the APMs can provide non-sensitive data (e.g., the city, the state, the country) rather than specific GPS coordinates (e.g., latitude position, longitude position).

**Privacy.** It is a common practice (42%) that apps collect private data through APMs. Developers care more about the following private information: (1) hardware device ID; (2) user location information; and (3) users’ preferences. For APM vendors and app distributors (i.e., Google Play), they should carefully check the APM-based malicious behaviors.

5.3 Performance Overhead

**RQ 5.** What is the performance overhead of using APMs?

**Motivation.** For this RQ, we intend to discuss the additional computing resources introduced by using APMs.

![Fig. 12: CPU Overhead](image)

![Fig. 13: Memory Overhead (with VSS metrics)](image)

Environment. We randomly select 50 apps that each of them uses only one APM under study. These apps are installed in our test machine, which is a Pixel phone. The Android version of the Pixel phone is Android P (API 27).
6 \textbf{Lessons Learned}

In this section, we summarize our findings in this study and provide suggestions and tips for stakeholders.

\section{Performance Overhead.} APMs introduces overheads in terms of memory and CPU usage. By conducting an experiment on 50 apps, we find that the overhead introduced by APMs is not high.

\subsection{6.1 Suggestions for APM Vendors}

\begin{itemize}
\item[(1)] Avoid requesting dangerous or deprecated permissions. As summarized in Sec. 3.9, several APMs request deprecated or even dangerous permissions, such as READ_LOGS, READ_PHONE_STATE, from app users. These permissions are officially marked as dangerous and deprecated by Android [45].

Using deprecated permissions can cause some functions in APMs to be no longer valid/supported in the latest Android versions, which can lead to potential compatibility issues. Even worse, using deprecated permissions in apps can result in critical security issues. For example, the work [47] shows that the attacks can be launched once the permission SYSTEM_ALERT_WINDOW is authorized.

\item[(2)] Avoid accessing sensitive files. As presented in Sec.3.9, some files (e.g., /proc/stat) in the Android system store the sensitive data. APMs must be prohibited from accessing these files. Inappropriate usage of APMs can cause privacy leaks. As introduced in Sec. 3, some optional solutions can be adopted by vendors to prevent the use of these sensitive files. For example, they can access the file /proc/cpuinfo rather than the file /proc/stat for CPU usage.

\item[(3)] Introduce additional features for handling known performance anti-patterns. As presented in Sec.3.10, we summarize 8 common performance anti-patterns from existing studies [51], [53]–[55] to evaluate whether existing APMs are suitable for resolving them. Unfortunately, existing APMs cannot diagnose all anti-patterns. Sometimes, additional human efforts are required to explore performance bottlenecks. Therefore, we suggest APM vendors extend the functionalities of APMs to support all common performance anti-patterns aforementioned.

\item[(4)] Respecting to the changes on the Android System. We find that APM vendors update their APMs without considering the changes on Android (see. Sec. 3.11). However, the changes in the Android system can influence the performances of APMs. For example, APMs can access file /proc/stat to collect CPU information. However, since Android 8.0 (API 26), such access is prohibited. Therefore, we suggest that APM vendors respect the changes in the Android system when updating their products.

\item[(5)] Privacy management. When an app is integrated with an APM, the users’ runtime data is collected by the APM. Users cannot terminate such collection. From users’ perspectives, they should be able to determine whether they would like to share their data. Thus, APM vendors should provide such options.

\item[(6)] Preventing app developers from building malicious apps with APMs. Even though it is not a common practice to leverage APMs in malicious apps, we still find that some malicious apps use APMs to collect users’ passwords, addresses, and so forth. Thus APM vendors must carefully monitor the data collected through APMs.
\end{itemize}

\subsection{6.2 Suggestions for App Developers}

\begin{itemize}
\item[(1)] Avoid collecting private data from users through APMs. As presented in Sec.5.2, 42\% of apps leverage APMs to collect private data from users. The data collected includes device ID, location information, device modules, and so forth. Malicious apps can collect users’ private data...
through their custom code. The existing tools/studies [80]–[83] detect malicious apps by inspecting their code or execution traces. However, our study finds that malicious apps can collect private data through APMs.

Even though data from users can assist developers in improving their apps, developers must carefully inspect the data collected through APMs. For example, developers can collect coarse-granularity location data instead of fine-granularity location data. One guidance that developers can refer to is the General Data Protection Regulation of EU (EU GDPR) [77]. Moreover, developers should clarify the data collected in their apps’ privacy policies [84]–[87].

(2) Using one APM rather than more. As presented in Sec.5.2, using more than one APM, for most times, cannot contribute to app monitoring and information collection. However, more APMs may introduce additional side effects to apps, such as additional costs in CPU and memory. Besides, some properties of apps are collected more than once (e.g., CPU, memory, and ANRs). But the crash can only be capture by the latest initialized APM. Even though each APM has its unique features and advantages, we do not suggest developers for using more than one APM in an app. For example, some APMs can help developers detect whether the ads in apps are displayed at runtime. Some APMs allow developers to record how users are interacting with their game with ease. Based on our investigation, it is not hard to manually implement these features. For example, to detect whether the ads in apps are displayed at runtime, developers can leverage the logging functions in the APM. Therefore, developers can implement the feature needed on their own rather than importing another APM. We recommend developers to remove redundant APMs from their apps.

7 RELATED WORK

7.1 Application Performance Monitoring

Trubiani et al.’s work [6] discussed how to use the data collected by APM to diagnose the network bottleneck in applications. Ahmed et al.’s work [4] studied the effectiveness of APMs for measuring the runtime performance of web applications. Yao et al.’s work [2] discussed the way to improve the performance of system monitoring by instrumenting logs. Willnecker et al. [7] proposed an approach to model the performance of JavaEE applications with APMs. Different from these studies, we focus on exploring the functionalities of Android-oriented APMs and discovering the usage of APMs in real-world apps instead of the ways to use the data collected by APMs.

7.2 Measurement and Monitoring for Apps

Network Measurement. Since the Android framework provides convenient interfaces for users to intercept and forward network packets, many Android apps [88] target for measuring mobile network performance. To scrutinize the measurement accuracy of these apps, many studies have been proposed. Li et al. [70] adopted the network round-trip time (nRTT) as the metric to appraise the accuracy of network measurement apps, and they found that nRTTs measured by these apps are heavily inflated. Xue et al. [89] conducted a systematic study on three types of factors, including implementation patterns of measurement apps, Android architecture, and network protocols, to learn how these factors influence the measurement results of these apps. Li et al. [90] pointed out that the delay inflation, which influences the accuracy of network measurement apps, can be introduced from (1) the long path of sub-function invocations in Android runtime; and (2) the sleeping functions in the drivers between the kernel and physical layer.

App Monitoring. To diagnose performance bottlenecks in apps, several approaches have been proposed to conduct efficient app monitoring. AppInsight [91] instrumented mobile apps by interposing event handlers to collect information on critical paths that are triggered by user transactions. Lee et al. [92] proposed a user interaction-based mobile application profiling system, which analyzes fine-grained information, including user interaction, system behavior, and power consumption, to perform Android app tuning. AndroidPerf [93], a cross-layer profiling system, leverages cross-layer dynamic taint analysis and instrumentation to obtain both the execution information and the performance information about Android apps. DiagDroid [94] adopted a dynamic instrumentation approach, which is based on abstractions of various categories of UI-triggered asynchronous executions, to capture the data related to UI interactions and diagnose UI performance of apps. Technically, all these works concentrate on app monitoring by instrumenting the subject apps rather than leveraging APMs.

7.3 Instrumentation

Instrumentation is another frequently used technique in program understanding, debugging and testing [3], [67], [79], [95], [96]. Similar to APMs, developers sometimes use logs to collect information and debug apps. Karami et al. [3] proposed an approach that uses instrumentation to analyze and model the behavior of an app. Specifically, it focused on file I/O and network connection issues by inspecting API calls. Similarly, the tool ARTist assists developers in understanding program behaviors by extracting APIs and arguments in the program [95]. The goal of ARTist is to help developers understand the program and reveal the malicious behaviors in the program. Other studies adopted instrumentation techniques to test Android apps for diagnosing bugs and monitoring performance [67], [79], [96].

8 CONCLUSION

Although more and more apps adopt APMs, developers use them as black-box tools. In this paper, we demystify the functionalities of APMs in detail. We discuss 9 commons functions in APMs, and we reveal 7 design defects in APMs. We also evaluate the performance side-effects introduced by using APMs. To evaluate and study how APMs are used in practice, we developed a prototype named APMHunter. We evaluate the performance of APMHunter on 500 apps from Google Play. The results show that (1) in terms of detecting APMs in apps, the precision of APMHunter is 97.7% and the recall is 87.5%; (2) in terms of identifying sensitive UI elements in apps, the precision of APMHunter is 95.5% and the recall is 94.1%; and (3) as for identifying...
privacy leaks, the precision of APMHunter is 96.2% and the recall is 84.6%. Our large-scale empirical study on 500,000 Android apps implies that 23,403 apps collect sensitive data with a recall of 84.6%. Our large-scale empirical study on 500,000 Android apps implies that 23,403 apps collect sensitive data with an 84.6% recall.

A large empirical study on Android apps and Google Play services reveals that 23,403 apps collect sensitive data with an 84.6% recall.
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